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IMAGINATION AND CREATIVITY
One of the Joys of being A
Child is learning to use your
Imagination and your Creativity!

make it
as bright
and
beautiful
Lets say you wake up in the
as you
Morning and look outside and
could
it’s gray and rainy. Your first
thought may be to crawl back in ever imagine it to be! Now
think of what would go with
bed. But your second thought
may be to put your Imagination sunshine? Can
to use. What would you Imag- you Imagine
Birds in the sky?
ine? Would you like to see
What Color can
Sunshine? Then get out your
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Paper
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Colors
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them? What about Animals?
What kinds of animals would be
playing out in the sunshine?
Imagine a
Koala Bear
in the
tree, is
she surprised to
see you?
How about an Alligator hiking
through the
swamp this
morning?
The more
you can
Imagine, the brighter your day
can be! GOD our Creator gave
us this power to Use and Enjoy!

OUR CREATOR GOD USED HIS CREATIVITY
Now Imagine,
one Morning in
Heaven. GOD
our Creator
looked down on the Earth,
darker than
Night. He could
have just Closed
Heaven’s Curtain on His window towards Planet Earth.

But he Cared enough to do
something about all the Darkness
covering our Planet. GOD Imagined a big bright
Sun shining down on
the Earth. He
imagined all the
beautiful Colors the sun would
reveal on a brightened planet.
Then He went to work to use

His Imagination. HE SAID
exactly what He wanted to See!
“LIGHT” AND THE SUN
WAS CREATED, AND SHONE
DOWN UPON PLANET EARTH.
AND GOD LOVED
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